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ABSTRACT
A carbon dioxide partial condensation direct

cycle concept has been proposed for gas cooled fast
and thermal reactors. The fast reactor with the
concept are evaluated to be a potential alternative
option to liquid metal cooled fast reactors, providing
comparable cycle efficiency at the same core outlet
temperature, eliminating the safety problems,
simplifying the heat transport system and making
easier plant maintenance. The thermal reactor with
the concept is expected to be an alternative solution
to current high temperature gas cooled reactors
(HTGRs) with helium gas turbines, allowing
comparable cycle efficiency at the moderate
temperature of 650°C instead of 800°C in HTGRs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sodium is currently used as coolant in fast

reactors to provide efficient heat removal of tight fuel
pin lattice aimed for attaining harder neutron
spectrum and higher breeding gain. However, there
are some undesirable features by the use of sodium
including:

1) Positive sodium void reactivity
2) Hazardous (chemical) reaction with water or air

in the event of sodium leakage
3) Higher capital cost mainly ascribed to the need

of extra intermediate cooling loops relative to
light water reactors (LWRs)

The use of gas as coolant could eliminate the
problems of 1) and 2). However, generally gas has
poorer heat transport properties relative to sodium.
In order to provide sufficient core cooling, gas must
be pressurized up to the 10-20MPa ranges while
sodium systems are operated at atmospheric pressure.
The direct consequence of the need of high pressure
is to require assurance that the core can be safely
cooled at the reduced pressures resulted from
accidental depressurization.

Several gas coolants including steam, carbon
dioxide and helium were investigated in the past [1].
Steam was rejected due to low breeding ratio and
excessive cladding corrosion. Carbon dioxide and
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helium cooled fast reactors were studied primarily in
UK, U.S.A. and Germany.

The major advantages of using carbon dioxide and
helium as coolant of fast reactors instead of sodium
are [1], [2]:

1) Harder neutron spectrum giving small burn up
reactivity swing, low core excess reactivity
control requirements, and more efficient burning
of minor actinides

2) Extremely low coolant void reactivity
improving the beyond accident design base
accident consequence especially for minor
actinide burning cores and giving more
flexibility on core geometrical design, especially
core height

3) Inertness to water or air, which leads to
elimination of dedicated systems to ensure
safety in sodium cooled fast reactors

4) Transparency of coolant resulting in ease in
inspection and maintenance

5) Non-activating coolant eliminating
intermediate loop and leading to lower capital
cost

6) Gas phase coolant in the core causing no
mechanical damage from molten fuel and
coolant interaction during unprotected accident
conditions

Carbon dioxide is preferable as coolant to helium
judging from the data shown in Table 1. The higher
heat transfer coefficient leads to about 1.5 times
lower temperature difference between coolant and
fuel rod cladding surface, and the higher heat
transport capacity results in about 2.5 times more
effective core decay heat removal under natural
circulation conditions, reference to helium under the
same gas velocity. The 3.5 times longer
depressurization time mitigates the depressurization
transient and makes it easier to design a passive
decay heat removal system. Carbon dioxide is about
250 times less expensive than helium per unit weight
and 24 times per unit volume. In addition,
considering lower leakage rate characteristics of
carbon dioxide than helium, coolant leakage
problems of gas cooled reactors in operation are
orders of magnitudes less severe than with helium.

Carbon dioxide might react with the structural
materials and graphite moderator under high
temperature and radiation fields. The extensive
experience in Magnox reactors and advanced gas-



cooled reactors (AGRs) for more than twenty years
has shown that the corrosion problem of structural
materials can be eliminated by appropriate material
selection according to service temperature and by
reduction of vapor content [4]. For the graphite
moderator, it was found addition of methane and
carbon monoxide in a range of small concentrations
(called the coolant "window") inhibited the reaction
with carbon dioxide and the satisfactory operations
were done without excessive corrosion [5]. The
graphite corrosion problem doesn't exist in fast
reactors which don't need for moderator,.

Inheriting the above advantages, we have been
proposing a new concept of a carbon dioxide cooled
direct cycle in the present study, while on the other
hand by far only an indirect Rankin cycle with a
water/steam system has been applied to AGRs as well
as enhanced gas cooled reactors (EGCRs) in UK [2],
[6], [[7].

Recently, interest in small and medium size
reactors is steadily increasing in the world for
electricity generation as well as for district heating in

Table 1 Comparison of heat transfer data at
400 °Q depressurization time and cost
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cities and islands. In December 1999, the Research
Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors of the Tokyo
Institute of Technology started a new program to
develop advanced nuclear reactors with small and
medium size. In the framework of the program, we
are designing advanced small fast reactors (FRs) [8],
high temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs) and
boiling water reactors [9], [10] under collaboration
with industries.

This paper is dealt with possibility to provide an
alternative option to liquid metal cooled fast reactors
(LMFRs) and with applicability to HTGRs, by
evaluating the cycle performance.

2. CARBON DIOXIDE DIRECT CYCLE
Carbon dioxide is condensable from gas to liquid

phase by cooling down below the critical temperature
of 31°C (304K). A variety of cycles could be
employed for the direct cycles and they are typically
categorized into the following three types depending
on the mass fraction condensed to the total carbon
dioxide in circulation:

a) Full condensation cycle or Rankine cycle
b) Partial condensation cycle or intermediate of

Rankine cycle and Brayton cycle
c) Non condensation cycle or Brayton cycle

Thermal efficiencies are evaluated in these three
typical cycles.

1) FULL CONDENSATION CYCLE
The full condensation cycle coolant flow circuit

and its temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram are given
in Fig. 1. The cycle consists of a reactor, a turbine, a
condenser, a circulation pump, and a recuperator. In
this cycle, total or full quantity of carbon dioxide in
circulation is condensed after working at the turbine
and the cycle can be considered as a Rankine cycle.

The turbine exhaust carbon dioxide is cooled
down in the recuperator from the point © to the point
©. The carbon dioxide is further cooled and
condensed to the point ©in the condenser at the
temperature of 25°C (298K) and the saturation vapor
pressure of 6.4MPa.



The temperature of liquidized carbon dioxide is
raised from the point © to the point © by pumping
work. Then, the liquid carbon dioxide is gasified and
heated up to reactor inlet temperature of the point ®
through heat exchange with the turbine exhaust in the
recuperator. The gasified carbon dioxide heated in
the reactor up to the point ® is introduced into the
turbine and the temperature of carbon dioxide is
lowered to the point (5) after driving the turbine.

Fig.2 shows the cycle efficiency of the carbon
dioxide full condensation cycle, exhibiting that the
cycle efficiency increases with the reactor outlet
pressure and temperature.

2) PARTIAL CONDENSATION CYCLE
The partial condensation cycle shown in Fig.3. In

this cycle, a part of carbon dioxide is condensed or
the compression is performed partly in the liquid
phase and partly in the gas phase. Threfore, this
cycle can be considered as an intermediate of the full
condensation (Rankine) cycle and the non
condensation (Brayton) cycle. While the turbine
outlet pressure in the full condensation cycle is
determined by the saturation vapor pressure of liquid
carbon dioxide at the condensation temperature, e.g.,
6.4MPa at 25°C, in this cycle the turbine outlet
pressure is independent on the condensation
temperature and it allows a degree of freedom on
turbine outlet pressure or the turbine expansion ratio.

The turbine exhaust carbon dioxide is cooled

down in the two recuperators and the pre-cooler from
the point © to the point (D, then compressed to the
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point ®, and is divided into two flows. A part of the
total carbon dioxide in circulation is
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condensed to the point (T), pumped to the point (D 4) COMPARISONS OF CYCLE PERFORMANCE
and heated up to the point ® in the two recuperators.
The remaining part of carbon dioxide is heated up to
the point ® via the point (Q) in the compressor II and
the recuperator I.

Fig.4 shows cycle efficiencies of the partial
condensation cycle. The cycle efficiency could be
improved by decreasing the condensation
temperature, as shown in Fig.5.

3) NON CONDENSATION CYCLE
The non condensation cycle is shown in Fig.6,

which can be considered as a Brayton cycle. This
cycle consists of a turbine, a recuperator, a pre-cooler,
an inter-cooler and two compressors. Its arrangement
is same as that in the HTGR helium gas turbine
system [13].

The turbine exhaust carbon dioxide gas is cooled
down from the point © to the point (7) in the
recuperator and the pre-cooler, and heated up from
the point Q) to the point ® through compression.
The heated carbon dioxide is re-cooled down from
the point (§) to the point (T) in the inter-cooler and
heated up from the point CD to the point® through
compression and recuperation.

The cycle efficiency is given in Fig.7.
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Cycle performances of the three cycles, the full,
partial, and non condensation cycles, are compared in
Fig.8, subdividing theme into the net turbine work
(cycle efficiency), the compressor work, the pump

work and the heat rejected from the cycle to cooling
water through the heat exchanger surface of the pre-
cooler, the inter-cooler and the condenser.
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As for the full condensation (Rankine) cycle, its

cycle efficiency is lowest among the three cycles in
spite of very low pump work done for compression in
the liquid phase, mainly due to the large heat
rejection loss in the condenser. However, the cycle
efficiency is still about 33% at the reactor outlet
temperature (527°C) near from typical LMFR values
(530-550°C) and at the reactor outlet pressure value
(17.5MPa) near from the PWR value (15.5MPa),
which is almost equal to those of LWRs but lower
than those of current LMFRs (about 40%).

In the non condensation (Brayton) cycle, the cycle
efficiency is considerably improved by achieving
smaller heat rejection loss through the pre- and
intermediate-coolers than that through the condenser
in the full condensation cycle, although the work
done in the two compressors is considerably larger
than that in the pump of the full condensation cycle.

Cycle efficiency is highest in the partial
condensation cycle through minimizing the sum of
the condenser heat loss, the pump work and the
compressor work. The optimum condensation
fraction increases with the turbine inlet temperature
and the pressure ranging from of 35% at 527°C and
7.5MPa; and 64% at 827°C and 17.5MPa. The cycle
efficiency is about 40% at the pressure of 12.5MPa
and core outlet temperature of 527°C, which is nearly
equal to those of LMFRs.

The cycle efficiency is higher than that of the
HTGR helium gas turbine system [11], resulting from
the partial condensation effect described above and
the non-ideal gas behavior of carbon dioxide in the
isentropic compression processes.

The work W in the isentropic expansion and
compression processes of one mol real gas is given
by

W = - WdP = - jzRTdP/P,

where V = gas volume, P = gas pressure,
R = gas constant, z = compressibility factor.

The compressibility factor z is given as a function of
the reduced temperature Tr (Tr = T/Tc , Tc =critical
temperature) and reduced pressure Pr
(Pr = P/Pc, Pc =critical pressure). Gases with a
same z value take a same behavior according to the
law of corresponding states. The factor z gives
fractional deviation of the real gas from the ideal gas
(z= l ) in the isentropic expansion and compression
processes.

For higher pressures and temperatures, z may
exceed unity and the real gas produces more work
than that of the ideal gas in the expansion process.
The z values at high pressure and high temperature
are available from the generalized compressibility
charts and tables prepared by Hougen and Watson
[12]. At the critical temperature and pressure, the z
value dips sharply below the ideal line of unity and
takes an extremely low value as low as about 0.2. A
low z value indicates the gas is more compressible
than the ideal gas. Since the compression processes
in the present carbon dioxide partial and non



condensation cycles are done at the vicinity of Tc
and Pc, their z values are estimated to be much
smaller than that of a helium Brayton cycle with the
same temperature and same pressure conditions
evaluating the z values obtained from the
compressibility charts and the following critical
parameters.

Tc (K) Pc(MPa)
helium 5.195 0.2275
carbon dioxide 304.14 7.3843

Both the z values are slightly larger than unity at the
high temperature and high pressure condition in the
turbine and both the gasses produce more work than
the ideal gas. The z values of carbon dioxide are
slightly larger than those of helium but the difference
is small. Judging from the z values in compression
and expansion, it is understood that the cycle
efficiency of the carbon dioxide cycle is higher than
that of the helium cycle.

Recently, an ultra high-purity 70% Cr-Fe alloy
has been developed, whose tensile strength is four
times higher at 1200°C than that of Ni-based alloy
[11], [12]. Besides, no presence of Ni makes it
possible to reduce (n, a) and (n, p) reaction in the Cr-
Fe alloy to one-fifth comparing with 316 stainless
steel, which contribute to swelling of stainless steels.
Consequently, if the ultra high-purity Cr-Fe alloy is
used for the core material, the irradiation limit in fast
neutron flux might be expected to be 2 or 3 times
higher at least than that of 316 stainless steels. By
using the ultra high-purity Cr-Fe alloy, the cycle
efficiency is estimated from Fig.5 to exceed 50%
when the reactor outlet pressure is 12.5MPa and the
reactor outlet temperature is 900°C (cladding hot spot
temperature =1200°C). The cycle efficiency is 1.5
and 1.25 times higher than those of current LWRs
and LMFRs, respectively.

Since the direct cycle simplifies the heat transport
system eliminating intermediate and water/steam
cooling loops, the plant construction cost or capital
cost of FRs is expected to be comparable to or less
than that of current LWRs. The use of carbon dioxide
as coolant eliminates the safety problems (positive
void reactivity and chemical reaction with water/air)
peculiar to sodium use as coolant in LMFRs. The
condensation cycle allows a unique passive decay
heat removal system described below.

A passive decay heat removal system is realized
by allocating a liquid carbon dioxide storage tank, as
shown in Fig. 1 (a), 3 (a) and 6 (a). When coolant
pressure depression accidents occur, carbon dioxide
in the storage tank will be gasified and supplied to the
depressurized reactor core and the decay heat is
passively removed. The system could work for short
term of several hours after the reactor shut down
when the decay heat level is higher than about 1-2%
of rated power. After the decay heat level becomes
less than about 1 -2% of the rated power, the decay
heat removal system switches from the short term

system to a reactor auxiliary cooling system, which
works passively for long term through natural
circulation of carbon dioxide in the reactor vessel.
Natural convection is about 2.5 times more effective
than with helium as described earlier, which might
mitigate the depressurization transients in the carbon
dioxide cycles.

Considering the cycle efficiency, plant safety,
plant construction cost, the carbon dioxide cooled
partial condensation direct cycle is expected to be a
potential alternative option to LMFRs.

The direct cycle is not only applicable to FRs but
also to thermal reactors. The partial condensation
cycle proposed in this study provides cycle efficiency
of about 46% at the current AGR core outlet
temperature of 650°C. Such efficiency would be
obtained at 800°C in HTGR with a helium gas
turbine. In other words, our partial condensation
concept is possible to provide comparable cycle
efficiency at the moderate temperature of 650°C with
that of the HTGR at the high temperature of 800°C
[11].

The AGR core outlet temperature is limited by
carbon dioxide attack to the graphite moderator and
maximum permissible temperature of core materials.
If the graphite is coated with an inert material such as
silicon carbide and the ultra high purity Cr-Fe is used
for the core structural materials, the carbon dioxide
cooled reactor might attain core outlet temperature of
900°C and its cycle efficiency would exceed 50%.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Carbon dioxide is achievable higher cycle

efficiency in a direct gas turbine cycle system due to
the real gas effect especially in the vicinity of the
critical points. Analyzing the cycle performance of
full, partial and non condensation cycles, the cycle
efficiency is highest in the partial condensation cycle.
An FR system employing the partial condensation
cycle is expected to be a potential alternative option
to LMFRs, allowing comparable cycle efficiency at
the same core outlet temperature, and excluding the
problems related to safety, cost and maintenance. A
gas cooled thermal reactor employing the partial
condensation cycle provides comparable cycle
efficiency at the moderate core outlet temperature of
650°C with that of HTGRs operated at 800°C
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